
WILLIAMS AND WORMKE RECOGNIZED AS INTERNATIONAL DECA EVENT FINALISTS  

 

Elissa Williams, daughter of Ricky and Cindy Williams, and Colton Wormke, son of Stephanie and Jason 

Wormke, were recognized as International DECA Finalists in the Entrepreneurship Promotion Project at the 

International DECA Conference held in Orlando, Florida.  The conference was held April 27-30, 2019.  The 

team was one of the top sixteen teams in the world which had a total of over 350 participants.   

 

Williams and Wormke developed and implemented a project dealing with entrepreneurship and the 

entrepreneurial spirit.  Using project management, the duo, planned, organized, controlled, monitored, 

implemented, and evaluated their project from its inception through the final stage.  

 

“Going to ICDC my first year in DECA was amazing. Speaking to people from different countries and making 

connections was fantastic. My favorite part was the rush you get before presenting to the judge and I plan on 

going again,” said Wormke after his win.   

 

Williams added, “ICDC was an awesome experience. From going to the theme parks to hearing our names 

called for finals, these are memories I will remember forever. Colton and I have put so much time and work into 

this project and the best feeling is seeing all the hard work pay off.” 

 

A total of 18 students from Alma High School DECA competed in the 4 day event. Approximately 22,000 

DECA members from the United States, Canada, Japan, Spain, Korea, Mexico, and Germany attended the 

event.   

 

Also receiving recognition from DECA, Inc. and received the Award of Excellence, for their projects were 

Bella Nutt and Aubrey James for their work in the Buying and Merchandising Operations Research Event, 

Coming Together for a Cause covering BassPro/Cabela’s cause marketing strategic plans;  Kylee Lineberry 

and Zoe Taylor for their Public Relations Project, #EmbraceTheBelt which used project management to share 

awareness about distracted driving; Josephine Meinsrdus’s Integrated Marketing Campaign-Product which 

was a marketing campaign for Alex and Ani; and Emily O’Kelley whose Ready for the Road Campaign 

covered efforts to decrease distracted driving with Alma High School students.   

 

Charis Hutchinson, who was recognized as a Marriott Travel Scholarship winner shared, “ICDC was a very fun 

and educational experience.  I expanded my network with students from around the world and competed with 

the support of all of my best friends and advisor by my side.”   

 

“The International Career Development Conference was an amazing experience full of laughs and fun!  I 

enjoyed competing with my Integrated Marketing Project as well as having fun with my friends,” shared 

Meinardus.   

 

Also competing from Alma DECA were Tabor Shores in Business Services Operations Research, Gage Wells 

who participated in the Thrive leadership development academy, Lettie Crabtree and Hannah Baxter in 

Finance Operations Research, Charis Hutchinson and Jacob Coursey in Hospitality and Tourism Operations 

Research, Seth Cole and Sidney Hatley in Sports and Entertainment Operations Research, and BrayLyne 

White and Brittany Newton in Integrated Marketing Campaign, Services.   

 

For more information about DECA check out www.deca.org .  You can follow Alma DECA on Twitter at 

@AlmaDECA and on Instagram at Alma DECA. 
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